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At new member orientations over the 31 years I was Bill Drafting Director at the
North Carolina General Assembly, I jokingly told members and the media that bill
drafting was legalized plagiarism. Not only was it fine to lift ideas and even verbatim
language from introduced bills and enacted statutes from other state, there wasn’t even a
system to give credit.
North Carolina’s bill drafting staff consists of attorneys and paralegals trained in
the art and science of drafting legislation – attorneys I interviewed for staff openings
would often ask “Is experience required for this job” – I would answer “Yes, but I don’t
know where you would have gotten it.” (Actually, North Carolina legislative staff has
had staff who came from other state legislatures – the best known of whom is First Lady
Kristin Cooper who worked for the Oklahoma legislature before coming to the North
Carolina legislative staff.)
Law schools are few and far between that teach legislative drafting, or for that
matter much of anything relating to the legislative process. It’s mostly on the job training,
passed down like an oral history. I started at the General Assembly in 1977, my first boss
there had started at the School of Government working on legislation in 1953.
Legislators would arrive in our bill drafting office with an idea, or a list of ideas. I
had two or three legislators a session who would arrive in my office with 50 requests at
once, and 100 per session – while other members might have just three or four requests a
year. While members were free to talk directly to the staff attorney responsible for that
area, most wanted to meet with me to screen the requests, have some preliminary
discussion, and then refer them to the staff attorney or paralegal to finish discussions
prior to drafting. (I’ve included with today’s materials a list of staff and a list of subject
areas, each cross-referenced
Legislator’s ideas come from many sources –1) The issue that made them run; 2)
constituent requests; 3) local bill requests from cities and counties in their districts; 4)
requests from lobbyists; 5) requests from national and local organizations; 6) articles in
the press indicating problems; 7) judicial opinions pointing out problems with statutes
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and sometimes even suggesting the General Assembly act; 8) bills from prior sessions; 9)
requests from the executive branch; 10) bills from other states; 11) model and uniform
acts from one of several national organizations; and 12) recommendations of an interim
or standing commission. Each of those areas presented differing problems. Statutes
provide confidentiality to conversations between the member and legislative staff as well
as the preliminary drafts and correspondence – with some exemptions to confidentiality
in the redistricting process.
In order for the drafting staff to talk to third parties about the drafts, be it lobbyists,
constituents, or others, the legislator must authorize the conversations. Lobbyists and
national organizations might send the legislator completed drafts. Most drafting request
would require consultation with or review by third parties. The absolute worst bill drafts
were brought in by lobbyists or by the members themselves, with the injunction that all
stakeholders had approved every word, and not a word was to be changed – despite the
parties themselves knowing little about bill drafting, often using drafts for statutes from
other states with different administrative systems or competing statutes.
The Bill Drafting Division might receive 2,000 drafting requests in the long
session, with some of the drafters handling 200 or more requests. The drafter upon
receiving the request must do research, often substantial. A large number of the requests
might be for a simple appropriation for an organization or purpose, which involves
primarily determining if it is for a public purpose and if the correct name for the grantee
is used. A surprising number of nonprofits don’t even appear to know the correct legal
name of the corporate legal entity, and staff must check the Secretary of State corporate
database and sometimes obtain the corporation’s articles of incorporation. Is it Y.W.C.A,
YWCA, or Young Women’s Christian Association, for example, as the grantee for an
after school food bank. I remember one, that is if memory serves my correctly, where the
name on the letterhead and text of the proposed grantee was YWCA of Winston-Salem,
while the grantee’s actual corporate name was Young Men’s Christian Association of
Winston-Salem & Forsyth County, and there wasn’t even a recorded assumed name. On
the other hand, the budget itself can be a 400 page bill, with a dozen drafting staff
members working thousands of hours in total with Fiscal Research Staff and
subcommittees. The Appropriations Committee is staffed by the Bill Drafting Division,
while other standing committees are staffed by the Legislative Analysis Division – for
several reasons – the bill filing deadlines are usually over by the time the budget bill is
put together, and the bill drafting attorneys then have time to staff the Appropriations
Committee, while at that phase of the legislative session, there is a high volume of bills
moving through the other standing committees, taking up all the time of the Legislative
Analysis Division staff attorneys.
Once the staff attorney has received the request from the legislator, the real work
begins. I made it a practice when the request came in the form of a bill draft submitted by
a lobbyist or organization, I would get permission from the legislator to ask the draft
submitter to also include an explanation of what the bill was intended to do, and not
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infrequently I would find that the submitted draft didn’t do what the organization thought
it was asking for, often because of misunderstanding of the law by the outside person
who drafted a bill. In the area of local legislation, I was often asked to work with the city
or county attorney in finalizing the draft for the local governing board to approve. A
substantial amount of legislation is local in nature, applying to or within one or a small
number of local governments.
The bill drafter has to not only check other statutes that may need to be amended
or repealed in carrying out the request, but also potential conflict with federal regulations,
federal statutes, and the North Carolina and United States Constitutions. (I can say that
the final element of the Supremacy Clause, treaties, never was something I had to look at
in researching a bill draft). After consulting with whatever primary and secondary
sources, and with whatever individuals are permitted by the requester, the drafter sends a
draft to the sponsor, usually accompanied by some sort of explanation in writing. It’s not
unusual for about 20 percent of drafts delivered to members to never be introduced as
bills. That occurs for various reasons – the problem and/or solution turns out to be more
complicated than the sponsor had realized – or other members or leadership suggest the
draft not be filed. With the House of Representatives limiting members to filing 10 public
bills, a member with 20 or 30 requests will need to pick and choose what to file.
(Senators have no such filing limit). Drafters would often have the division director or
other staff members review and critique their draft, but there was no mandatory internal
review process. Legislators usually saw the committee process as the final review of the
draft by Legislative Analysis Division staff attorneys, and it was often a useful reduction
of staff time, as a majority of introduced bills never even came up in committee, much
less become law.
Finally, the legislator may ask for revisions to the draft. This can happen one or
multiple times as new information is obtained and the requester accepts the draft for
filing.
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